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The results of studying the electronic structure and the influence of the local environment of the copper impurity

on the properties and magnetic moment in supercells in Zn1−xCuxO are presented. DFT calculations were carried

out in the local electron density (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The band structure of

in Zn1−xCuxO was calculated taking into account the correction for spin polarization and the strong electronic

interaction. DFT LSDA+U and SGGA+U (U is the Coulomb interaction) calculations made it possible to take

into account the contributions of the 3d shells of the Zn and Cu cations to the band spectrum of in Zn1−xCuxO. The

introduction of copper into the ZnO lattice leads to a change in the impurity and valence bands of in Zn1−xCuxO.

In this case, the bottom of the in Zn1−xCuxO conduction band shifts towards low energies. The total density of

electronic states of in Zn1−xCuxO near the Fermi level is mainly determined by the 3d states of Zn and Cu and

the 2p state of oxygen. ZnO doped with copper acquires a magnetic moment.

The introduction of a vacancy into a supercell in Zn1−xCuxO noticeably changes the local magnetic moment. As

the copper concentration in Zn1−xCuxO (x = 0, 0.01, and 0.02) increases, the conductivity of the samples in both

constant and alternating current increased, and the activation energy of conduction decreased.
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1. Introduction

The active structural materials of electronic and optoelec-

tronic devices are based on the manufacture of n- and p-type
doped semiconductors. Such materials include doped zinc

oxide (ZnO) used, for example, for voltage-variable resistors

(VVRs). ZnO-based voltage-variable resistors can protect

circuits in a wide voltage rage from several volts up

to 1000 kV AC (for low-voltage VVRs) and 1100 kV DC in

power transmission and distribution systems [1]. Composi-

tion, structure and property control knowledge is necessary

to control the material doping process. Ab initio calculations

make an important contribution to this knowledge.

In addition, a wide and straight band gap (Eg ≈ 3.37 eV)
and high exciton bond energy (∼ 60meV), high electron

mobility and high thermal conductivity make n-type con-

ductivity ZnO suitable for a wide range of devices [2].

ZnO-based materials are promising for the development

of thin film transistors, photodetectors, UV-, blue, green and

white LEDs. ZnO-based nanomaterials are used in various

technology areas, in particular, in sensor, capacitor, solar

cell, ultraviolet laser, generator and optoelectronic device

design [3].

For doping of ZnO, as with other semiconductors, take

into account the structural features of ZnO. According to

various authors, a ZnO lattice cell with a hexagonal crystal

system has the following parameters: a = 3.2475−3.2501 Å
(in the basal plane) and c = 5.2042−5.2075 Å (in the basal

direction). The ZnO structure consists of two interpenetra-

ting hexagonally-packed sublattices. Each sublattice includes

four atoms per an elementary cell. Each zinc atom is

surrounded with four oxygen atoms that are located in

the tetrahedron angles and four zinc atoms surround each

oxygen atom, respectively. The material properties depend

on its crystal-lattice orientation. ZnO contains various

types of intrinsic defects with various ionization energies.

Interstitial zinc and oxygen vacancies are the prevailing

types of ion defects inundoped ZnO.

Group I elements are used as substituting acceptor

impurities for ZnO. They create shallow energy levels.
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Group I elements can also occupy interstitial positions.

If EF = EVB (where EF is Fermi energy, EVB — is the

valance band energy), then incorporation into interstices is

preferable, for example, for Li and Na [4].
Cu incorporation into ZnO compounds causes specific

effects. Copper as an acceptor defect introduces various

local levels into the ZnO band gap. Therefore, the study of

Zn1−xCuxO structure and properties is a priority task [5–7].
Copper subgroup elements (Cu, Ag and Au) are included

in a secondary subgroup of group I. Their atoms have one

s -electron on their external level with additional d-electrons
on the pre-external level of these atoms besides s -
and p-electrons. Due to d-electrons in the compounds,

copper subgroup elements show both oxidation number 1+
and high oxidation numbers (in particular, Cu2+).
Zn1−xCuxO materials are produced using both hydrother-

mal synthesis [8] and solid-state reaction method [9].
Properties of one-dimensional materials produced from

pure ZnO and copper-doped ZnO investigated in the

same conditions are described in [8]. Low-dimensional

sensors based on ZnO−Cu have higher sensitivity at room

temperature, lower response time and selectivity. Such

sensors are offered for H2 detection with low power

consumption.

The copper-doped ZnO nanopowder properties are in-

fluenced by annealing effects, temperature and Cu dopant

concentration [9]. The X-ray diffraction has shown that

Cu ions successfully substitute Zn ions in a hexagonal of

wurtzite in ZnO. The band gap is reduced as a result

of Cu incorporation in the ZnO structure. Cu doping

also alters the magnetic properties of ZnO nanopowders.

Ferromagnetic behavior of ZnO nanopowders is reduced

with higher Cu concentration. Oxygen stoichiometry

(oxygen vacancies) in ZnO nanopowders also influences the

ferromagnetic response at room temperature.

The experimentally studied T−x phase diagram of the

ZnO−Cu2O quasi-binary system shows no solid solubility.

This is due to the fact that dimensions and chemical prop-

erties of the interacting components are very different [10].
ZnO−Cu2O is an eutectic system with an eutectic point

at T = 1299K and x = 0.126mol.% ZnO. In this system,

the restricted solid solubility based on ZnO and Cu2O

is probably ∼ 1−2mol.%. No solubility of Cu2O in the

ZnO matrix at the eutectic point from T−x diagram

(at P(O2) = 0.21 atm) is detected either. To achieve

the high concentration of free carriers in Zn1−xCuxO,

high concentration of Cu dopant shall be obtained. The

maximum concentration that can be achieved by Cu dopant

in the ZnO semiconductor in thermodynamic equilibrium

conditions corresponds to Cu solubility in Cu−ZnO system.

T−x diagram Cu2O−ZnO [10] shows that Cu solubil-

ity in ZnO is negligible in a wide temperature range.

Therefore the doping control issue and investigation of

composition−structure−properties relationship in ZnO−Cu

are essential.

The degree of solubility of acceptor impurities, for exam-

ple, (Na, Li and N) restricts the hole concentration in ZnSe

and ZnTe compounds equivalent to ZnO [11]. Therefore,

the investigation of patterns of copper influence on the

electronic structure [12], dielectric [13], optical [14,15],
magnetic [16–18] and other physical properties [19] of the
materials based on n- and p-type ZnO is also a challenging

problem. In view of possible production of minidevices,

doped ZnO nanocrystalline powders and thin films are also

addressed [20].
Electronic structure, density of states and optical absorp-

tion properties of copper-doped ZnO have been studied,

for example, in [12] using ab initio method. For initial

Zn1−xCuxO (x = 0, 0.0278, 0.0417) structure, geometric

optimization and energy calculation have been carried out

and compared with the experimental findings. It has

been shown that Zn1−xCuxO band gap is reduced with an

increase in Cu concentration. Zinc substitution in ZnO with

Cu atom results in red shift of the optical absorption edge

which is in agreement with the experimental results.

And [13] shows that the dielectric constants and dielectric

losses in Zn1−xCuxO nanocomposits decrease with an

increase in Cu concentration in ZnO. However, conductivity

grows with an increase in x and superimposed alternating

field frequency. Direct current conductivity in Zn1−xCuxO is

also increased as a result of the increase in Cu concentration

and temperature. Authors of [13] were limited only to listing

of the findings without any explanations and did not explore

the conduction mechanism in Zn1−xCuxO. In addition, the

given concentration of Cu dopant is higher than the possible

Cu solubility limit in ZnO.

The problem of copper-doped p-type ZnO production

may be attributed to self-compensation of intrinsic point

defects. Effective ionic radii of Cu2+ and Zn2+ are close

to each other. This is also important for concentration

control of impurities and intrinsic defects in ZnO in

order to obtain materials with specified n- or p-type
conductivity. Every attempt to incorporate Cu doping

acceptor atoms into ZnO lattice will be accompanied with

a spontaneous generation of defects, for example, oxygen

and zinc vacancies. These defects may serve as donors

for Cu acceptor. Therefore, such acceptor compensation

with vacancies shall restrict the doping level of ZnO. In

addition, in Zn1−xCuxO anisotropic 3d electron clouds of

zinc and copper ions may be exposed to the electrostatic

field created by the surrounding ions. As a result, the

system energy may be different when magnetic moments

are oriented along different crystal directions which may

cause magnetic anisotropy in Zn1−xCuxO. Ferromagnetic

alignment capability is defined by the Fermi-level density

of electronic states and exchange interaction in the system.

Taking into account the density functional theory within

the band model, the magnetic moment variation in ma-

terials may be explained. However, the above effects in

Zn1−xCuxO have been understudied, both theoretically and

experimentally.

In view of the above problems, features of the electronic

structure, localized and band states of electrons and semi-

conductor structure magnetism based on a copper-doped
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ZnO compound have been studied herein. The purpose

of the study included ab initio calculation of the magnetic

properties of Z1−xCuxO super cells (wurtzite structure),
investigation of the electrical and dielectric properties of

the prepared samples (x = 0.01 and 0.02) and the study

of the charge transfer parameters with a change in copper

concentration in the system.

2. Calculation technique and experiment

2.1. Calculation model and details

The geometry, electronic structure and magnetic moment

of the impurity centers were calculated using the ab

initio method. The studied hexagonal structure models

of ZnO-based wurtzite comprised Zn1−xCuxO polyatomic

super cells where Cu atom substitutes Zn atom. In par-

ticular, Zn0.875Cu0.125O (2× 2× 1) and Zn0.944Cu0.056O

(3× 3× 1) super cells with Cu atom that substitutes

Zn atom were studied. The calculations were based

on the electron density functional theory (DFT) using

Atomistix Tool Kit. exchange-correlation interaction was

studied in the local density approximations (LDA) taking

into account the local spin density approximation (LSDA)
and by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
method using the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) func-

tional [21,22]. The plane wave cutting energy in the

pseudo-wave function calculation was equal to 30Ry. The

charge density cutting energy was equal to 300Ry. Zn

3d104s2, Cu 3d104s1 and O 2s22p4, respectively, were

used as the valence electronic configurations. The DFT

calculations of Zn1−xCuxO super cell energy were carried

out by means of numerical integration by generation of

k-points in a Brillouin zone using the Monkhorst−Pack

method with a plane grid constructed with a (0.5, 0.5, 0.5)
shift from the origin of coordinates. Relaxation of the

lattice parameters and Zn1−xCuxO crystal atom positions

was carried out until the forces acting between the atoms

became less than 0.5meV/Å. In this case, the maximum

mechanical stress tensor was ≤ 0.1meV/Å3. Optimization

of Zn1−xCuxO structure was continued until the structural

parameter equilibrium was achieved. The maximum ki-

netic energy during the wave function separation did not

exceed 150Ry, which ensures good convergence with the

total energy of ZnO. Minimization of the total structure

energy with an accuracy of 2 · 10−5 eV/atom corresponded

to the equilibrium lattice parameter values. While the force

applied to each atom was lower than 0.05 eV/nm, tolerance

deviation was 0.0002 nm and stress tolerance was 0.1GPa.

The DFT calculations included the contributions of the spin-

orbit interaction of Zn and Cu d-electrons and localized

oxygen p-electrons in Zn1−xCuxO. In order to enhance

the magnetic state of acceptor copper, zinc vacancies were

added to the structure at a maximum distance from the

impurity atom. To improve the accuracy, a term allowing

for the electron-electron correlations (U is- a Coulomb

interaction parameter) between the atoms (U = 5 eV is- the

repulsion energy) which is described by the Hubbard

model [23] was introduced in the LSDA and SGGA

calculations.

2.2. Preparation of samples

The Zn1−xCuxO (x = 0.01 and 0.02) compound samples

were synthesized by the solid-state reaction method with

thorough mixing of ZnO (99.99%) and Cu2O (99.99%)
powders. Stoichiometric amounts of ZnO and Cu2O

were comminuted and then the powder was ignited in

air at 1200◦C during 12 h followed by furnace cooling

down to room temperature. The obtained material was

compacted and baked at 500◦C in air during 11 h followed

by furnace cooling. For homogenization, the samples were

annealed at 600◦C during 8 h in air. The structural proper-

ties of the samples were determined by the X-ray diffraction

method (XRD, Bruker D2 PHASER) using CuKα-radiation

(λ = 1.5406 Å). The prepared ZnO-based samples had a

hexagonal crystal system of wurtzite. Dielectric properties

of the samples were measured by a resonance technique

using a Q meter [24].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results of ab initio calculations

It is known that zinc oxide crystallizes in three structures.

1. Wurtzite structure, structural type B4, P63mc space

group, coordination numbers (CN): CNZn = CNO = 4

(tetrahedral environment);

2. Zinc blend structure, structural type B3, F 4̄3m space

group, CNZn = CNO = 4 (tetrahedral environment);
3. Rock salt structure, structural type B1, Fm3m space

group, CNZn=CNO=6 (tetrahedral environment);

ZnO wurtzite crystalline structure belongs to a hexa-

gonal crystal system. In ZnO structure, each zinc ion

is surrounded with four oxygen ions with formation of

[ZnO4] structural unit. a = 0.3249 nm, c = 0.5205 nm,

α = β = 90◦, γ = 120◦ were assumed as the initial para-

meters of ZnO lattice cell.

Zn1−xCuxO lattice structure. After optimization of

Zn1−xCuxO wurtzite crystalline structure taking into ac-

count the equilibrium atomic state, lattice structure parame-

ters were optimized. The band structure, density of states

in k-points in the Brillouin zone (Fig. 1, a) and Zn1−xCuxO

band gap were also calculated.

Various types of defects may exist in ZnO structure

(Fig. 1, b): ionized oxygen vacancies V•
O, interstitial zinc

Zn•i , surface oxygen vacancies V•
O,surf, free electrons e′, elec-

trons localized near the excess zinc defects, oxygen defects,

surface and three-dimensional donors linked with electrons.

In addition to the intrinsic defects, for example, ionized

oxygen vacancies V•
O and interstitial zinc Zn•i , ZnO may

also have a set of defects, including but not limited to Zni,

OZn, VO [25,26].
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Figure 1. Crystalline structure of ZnO (a) wurtzite and the first Brillouin zone of the hexagonal crystal system (b).
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Figure 2. Structures used for wurtzite super cell optimization Zn1−xCuxO (a), b — Zn0.99Cu0.01O; c — Zn0.944Cu0.056O;

d — Zn0.875Cu0.125O.

Let us denote a copper atom in the zinc sublattice point

with CuZn. This corresponds to CuOZn symbol which denotes

a copper atom that substitutes zins and is neutral to ZnO

lattice. Within the ion model, CuOZn may be denoted as

(3d9) Cu2+Zn .

According to the known Cu2+ (0.057 nm) and Zn2+

(0.06 nm) ion radii, it can be believed that the for-

mation of CuZn acceptor defects in the zinc sublat-

tice is predominant in the tetrahedral environment of

Zn1−xCuxO structure. Since copper is in divalent state

and Cu2+ and Zn2+ ion radii are close to each other

in Zn1−xCuxO, Zn1−xCuxO lattice parameters change

insignificantly during copper doping. ZnO lattice cell

parameters after Cu doping are as follows: a = 0.32498 nm,

c = 0.52066 nm, which complies to the known data

(JCPDS card � 00-001-1136).
Optimization of Zn1−xCuxO geometrical structure

showed that the copper doping influence does not disturb

the stability of ZnO hexagonal structure (Fig. 2, a, b, c, d).
The optimized parameters of Zn0.944Cu0.056O (3× 3× 1)
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Table 1. Comparison of the calculated DFT values for

Zn1−xCuxO super cell band gap with the optical data

Compound
Calculation, UCu 3d = 5 eV Experiment

Eg , eV

Zn0.944Cu0.056O 3.11

Zn0.98Cu0.02O 3.18 [15]

lattice were a = 0.3247 nm and c = 0.5202 nm and com-

plied with the experimental data.

3.2. Zn1−xCuxO band structure

The DFT calculations show that the valence band vertices

for the studied ZnO-based super cells are in the Brillouin

zone center (point Ŵ), and the conduction band (CB)
minima are in the CB center (Fig. 1, a). In other words, the

studied Zn1−xCuxO semi-conductor super cells had direct

band gaps.

Using the LDA and GGA methods both in pure ZnO and

Zn1−xCuxO for the band gap width, we have obtained con-

servative values for Eg . For example, for Zn0.999Cu0.001O, Eg

calculated by LDA and GGA methods were equal to 0.740

and 0.962 eV, respectively (Fig. 3, a, b). For other super cell
compositions, conservative values for Eg have been also ob-

tained. In particular, according to the GGA+U calculations

for Zn0.9722Cu0.0278O [12], Eg = 1.122 eV (Fig. 3, c).

In our DFT calculations, for example, the assumed repul-

sion energy Ueff = 5 eV for Zn 5d, Cu 3d and Ueff = 8 eV for

O 4p Zn0.944Cu0.056O (3× 3× 1) give Eg = 3.11 eV which

is close to the experimental value. The close optical band

gap of 3.18 eV for ZnO thin films doped with 2 at.% Cu

has been obtained experimentally [15] (Table 1). For pure

ZnO, the calculated value for Eg in point Ŵ is equal to

3.221 eV, which also complies with GGA+U calculation

values 3.373 eV [12].

The review of DFT calculations of the energy band distri-

bution and density of states (DOS) of Zn1−xCuxO system

allows to make the following conclusion. In Zn1−xCuxO

band structure, the conduction band generally consists of

Zn 4s and O 2s states. However, the valence band consists

of Zn 3d- and O 2p-states, and the bottom of conduction

band and top of valence band are defined by Zn 4s and O 2p
states, respectively.

ZnO band gap after Cu doping is reduced. With an in-

crease in the mole fraction of Cu dopant atom (x = 0, 0.056,

0.125), Zn1−xCuxO band gap is further reduced accordingly.

For Zn1−xCuxO, for example, at x = 0; Eg = 3.221 eV,

and at x = 0.056; Eg = 1.027 eV. A similar reduction of

Eg with the increase in x with other copper concentrations

in Zn1−xCuxO has been also found in [12]: at x = 0;

Eg = 3.373 eV; x = 0.0278; Eg = 1.122 eV; x = 0.0417;

Eg = 1.031 eV.
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Figure 3. Calculated Zn0.99Cu0.01O (a — GGAmethod)
and Zn0.9722Cu0.0278O (b, c — GGA+U method) band structures.

Fermi level (EF) at zero.

3.3. Densities of states in Zn1−xCuxO

The review of the partial densities od states (PDOS) and

total density of state (DOS) of Zn1−xCuxO (Fig. 4, a, b, c, d)

allows to make the following conclusion. In Zn1−xCuxO

conduction band (CB), when zinc is substituted with

copper, the conduction band energy Ec mainly depends

on the electron energy of Cu 3d (∼ 5.5 eV), O 2p
(∼ 1.5 eV) and Cu 3p-states. I.e. these electronic states
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define the nature of chemical bond in Zn1−xCuxO due

to the modification of atom valence shells. Thus, the

calculations have shown that the total density of electronic

states in Zn1−xCuxO near the Fermi level is mainly defined

by 3d-states of Zn and Cu as well as by 2p-state of oxygen;

contributions associated with s -states of Zn, Cu and O have

a significantly lower value.

Within the electron pair repulsion model, Cu 3d-
and p-electrons of the oxygen and copper components

may be assumed as having a repulsion effect due to

pd-hybridization. Then, such effect shall cause increase

of Ec from the bottom of conduction band and therefore

energy Ev is reduced at the top of valence band (VB)
(Fig. 5). The specified energy changes in Zn1−xCuxO after

Cu doping are shown in Fig. 5, a, b.

As has been mentioned before, Zn1−xCuxO band gap

increases with a decrease in x due to the increase in

the energy of the bottom of conduction band. With the

increase in Cu concentration in the valence band due to

the increase in Cu 3d and Cu 3p-electrons, respectively,

Zn 3d-electron concentration is possible reduced. In

addition, the electron pair repulsion effect on hybrid pd
atomic orbitals. Hybridization may reduce the influence of

Zn(Cu) pd-state on the top of valence band. Due to the

reduction in Cu concentration, the degree of hybridization

of Zn(Cu) d-levels and oxygen p-levels is also reduced. This

influences the band structure configuration which, in turn,

may cause a change in cation mobility.

On the other hand, with the increase in copper con-

centration in Zn1−xCuxO, Cu 3d and Cu 3p-electron
concentration increases and O 2p concentration remain

unchanged. This results in the increased repulsion effect

of p−d-state on the top of valence band. Zn1−xCuxO

band gap is also reduced accordingly. The valence band

moves upwards and the bottom of conduction band moves

downwards. Therefore, Zn1−xCuxO band gap is reduced

with the increase in Cu concentration.

The following conclusion may be made from the fore-

going: Zn1−xCuxO conduction band is mainly composed

of zinc 4s -state and oxygen 2s -state. Taking into account

that the number of copper valence electrons per unit is

lower than that of zinc atoms, holes are introduced into

the valence band during Cu doping. Whereby the valence

band mainly possibly consists of Zn 3d and Cu 3d states as

well as of 2p-hybrid state of oxygen. The latter takes place

on the top of valence band due to 2p-orbital interaction

between s - and p-oxygen states, thus Zn1−xCuxO band

gap is reduced as compared with ZnO. Cu doping causes

density localization near the Fermi level in ZnO and in

the surrounding Zn orbitals of 2p oxygen. While the

bottom of Zn1−xCuxO conduction band is defined mainly

by zinc 4s -state that remains unchanged during Cu doping.

Thus, the calculations of band structures and densities of

electronic states made it possible to interpret the nature of

the interband state variation near the structural features in

the conduction energy spectrum.

3.4. Defect formation energy

Defect concentration. As a result of thermal fluctuations,

heat interchange between the crystal and environment takes

place. This causes formation of vacancies and interstitial

atoms in the crystal. In the real crystal, thermal defect

formation at temperatures other than 0K reduces the crystal

energy. This thermodynamic process occurs as a result of

increased S entropy. There is always an equilibrium number

of point defects in a crystal. These zero-dimensional defects

cause a crystal structure distortion.

In Zn1+xO-based materials, the point defects may appear

as intrinsic crystal defects ( VO and VZn vacancies, Oi and

Zni interstitial atoms and defect clusters from the matrix

atoms) or as impurity defects (substitutional and interstitial

impurities as well as impurity clusters). For example,

interstitial zinc may be formed according to the following

reactions: O ↔ 1/2O2 + Zn2+i + 2e−; ZnZn ↔ Zn0i + V0
Zn.
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The fact that the oxygen vacancies are donor-type centers

O ↔ 1/2O2 + V2−
O + 2e−; O ↔ V0

Zn + V0
O is one of the

causes of the difficulty with the achievement of p-type
conduction for ZnO. I.e. V 0

O vacancies are donors and

compensate for acceptor-type impurity defects during ZnO

doping. The acceptor-type impurity defects in ZnO have

high formation and ionization energies as compared with

donor defects.

During generation of point defects, the system consumes

some energy, a co called point defect formation energy

E f
j , where, for example, j = v is a vacancy, j = i is an

interstitial atom. Energy E f
j characterizes the energy

differences in a crystal containing N-lattice points and one

point defect: E f
j = E j−E0, where E j is the crystal energy

from N-points with a defect, E0 is a defect-free crystal

energy from N-points. E f
j is both calculated and defined

from the experimental data.

In the thermodynamic equilibrium condition, Gibbs free

energy G of the crystal is at its minimum at the specified

temperature T and pressure P . Let’s consider a crystal

volume unit V = 1 cm3 that contains N-atoms. Provided that

T, P and V are constant, Gibbs free energy is as follows:

G = H−T S, where H is the crystal enthalpy.

Let’s assume that n points are vacant in the crystal volume

unit, i.e. n ≪ N, where n is the numbers of formed defects,

N is the number of regular points with atoms participating in

the defect formation. Then the free energy minimum G by

the number of defects is defined from the crystal equilibrium

condition:
∂G(n)
∂n = 0.

The vacancies may be placed in N-points of the crystal by

various methods. This will contribute to the configurational

entropy Sconf during defect formation. Then Sconf is defined

by the distribution probability W of n vacancies over

N-points, i.e. by the number of methods of such vacancy

distribution: Sconf = kB lnW , where kB is the Boltzmann’s

constant, W = N!
ni !(N−ni )!

is the number of defect placement

options. Using the Stirling formula, at high N we have:

lnN! ≈ N lnN−N. Thus, in view of this, we can write the

following for Sconf

Sconf ≈ kB[N lnN − n ln n − (N − n) ln(N − n)]. (1)

When there are very few defects in the crystal and they

do not interact with each other, then the crystal enthalpy

at absolute zero will be equal to the point defect formation

energy, for example, for vacancy: H = nE f
v .

In view of the entropy and enthalpy expressions, the

Gibbs free energy equation for the crystal is as follows

G =nE f
v −TSconf

≈nE f
v −kBT [N lnN−n ln n−(N−n) ln(N−n)], (2a)

G = nE f
v − kBT ln

N!

ni !(N − ni)!
. (2b)

In the thermal equilibrium condition, G will be certainly

minimum as related to the variation of the defect number n,

i.e. the following condition shall be satisfied:
( ∂G
∂n

)

T
= 0.

In this case taking into account that N ≫ n, we will have

the following from (1)

n
N − n

≈
n
N

= exp

(

−
E form
v

kBT

)

. (3)

This means that the number of j type point defects in

the volume unit n vs. the number of atoms in the volume

unit N is the relative concentration CeR
j of j defects. I.e.

( n
N

)

characterizes the probability of j defect presence in the

crystal.

While in equation (3), the number of atoms (points) N
in the crystal volume V = 1 cm3 characterizes the density

(ρc , cm
−3), then the expression for the absolute equilibrium

concentration of j type point defects Ce
j will be as follows

Ce
j = ρcCeR

j = ρc exp

(

−
E f

j

kBT

)

, (4a)

C = Nsites exp

(

−
E f

j

kBT

)

, (4b)

where Nsites is the number of points in which the defect may

be detected.

The foregoing means that taking into account E f
j , the

defect concentration of CuZn acceptor in ZnO (in our case)
is defined using equation (4b). The equilibrium concentra-

tion of thermal defects in Zn1−xCuxO increases with the

increase in temperature. The point defect concentration is

defined not only by the formation temperature and energy,

but also by the partial oxygen pressure.

Formation of CuZn substitution defects in the cation

position of ZnO crystalline lattice corresponds to the

condition of substitution of Zn atoms similar in charge,

coordination numbers, dimensions and electronic properties

with Cu substitutional impurity atoms. Substitutional defects

like other defects influence the properties of Zn1−xCuxO

material. In particular, CuZn defects modify the magnetic

properties.

Chemical potential. Formation energy (E f
CuZn

) of CuZn
acceptor in ZnO is defined by the relative concentration

of Zn, O and Cu atoms. And the energy of zinc

substitution with CuZn acceptor is a function of chemical

potentials (µ) of Zn and Cu atoms, i.e. µZn and µCu or µ(Zn)
and µ(Cu). Since µ is an intensive variable like pressure p
and temperature T , µ does not depend on the system weight

and for the i-th component

µi =

(

∂G
∂ni

)

n j 6=i,T,p

.

In other words, µi is the Gibbs partial molar free energy

(Ḡi = µi) at T, p = const and constant number of moles of

other j components. Therefore, for a k-component system,

G =
k

∑

i−1

niµi is true, where ni is the number of moles.
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From the free energy potentials (Helmholtz energy F ,
enthalpy H , internal energy U) only for Gibbs free energy,

the numbers of moles of ni , . . . , nk components are the

only extensive variables. In other words, for free energy

potentials F, H and U , including also other extensive

variables, when the number of moles ni is changed, the

same equation G =
k

∑

i−1

niµi is not the case:

µi =

(

∂F
∂ni

)

n j ,T,V

=

(

∂H
∂ni

)

n j ,S,p

=

(

∂H
∂ni

)

n j ,V,S

,

where V is the system volume and S is the entropy. Thus,

the component’s chemical potential

µi =

(

∂G
∂ni

)

n j 6=i,T,p

is defined as the energy necessary to add an atom of this

component to the system.

Given that µ is the increment of Gibbs free energy G per

mole (1mol), then µ in a multicomponent system charac-

terizes the equilibrium between components (substances).
The chemical potential of a substance is a driving force for

mass transfer and µ is aligned with the process progress.

When the equilibrium is achieved, µ becomes equal in all

coexisting phases. In the given ZnO−Cu system, to ensure

formation of Zn1−xCuxO structure, for example, one Cu

atom shall be added to ZnO crystal and one Zn atom shall

be removed.

The formation energy of neutral CuZn acceptor in

Zn1−xCuxO super cell was calculated using the follow-

ing equation

E f
CuZn

= E(ZnO : CuZn) − E(ZnO) + µ(Zn) − µ(Cu), (5)

where E(ZnO : CuZn) is the total energy of the copper-

doped super cell, E(ZnO) is the super cell energy without

Cu impurity, µ(Zn) and µ(Cu) are chemical potentials of

Zn and Cu atoms in the ground state in gas phase (g),
respectively.

Assuming µ(Zng) = 94.81 kG and µ(Cug) = 298.31 kG

from [27] for the chemical potential, we obtain CuZn
defect formation energy using equation (5). The calculated

CuZn acceptor formation energy for the studied Zn1−xCuxO

super cells is close to the results for similar Zn1−xCuxO

compounds (Table 2).

Table 2. The calculated point defect formation energies

in Zn1−xCuxO at absolute zero

Compound Defect Eform, eV

Zn0.944Cu0.056O CuZn 2.17

Zn0.944Cu0.056O VZn 5.7

Cu0.0417Zn0.9583O CuZn 2.24 [12]
Cu0.0278Zn0.9722O CuZn 3.10 [12]

Table 3. DFT calculations of magnetic moments (M)
in Zn1−xCuxO super cell

Super cell Zn0.944Cu0.056O
Method M, (µB/Cu)(Zn 3d, O 4p, Cu 3d)

(2× 2× 1) LSDA+U 0.898

(2× 2× 1) SGGA+U 0.998

(3× 3× 1) with Zn vacancy SGGA+U 3.0

ZnO films, Experiment
0.15 [17]

2 at.% Cu doped at 300K

3.5. Magnetic properties of Zn1−xCuxO

The band theory of semiconductors is known to be based

on a single-electron approximation and spin ordering of

magnets is associated with spatial and spin correlations

of electrons. It means that the latter is associated with

many-electron processes. However, the use of the exchange

interaction model makes it possible to assess the magnetic

properties of a material in kinetic processes.

ZnO doped with metals, including Cu, at room tem-

perature is ferromagnetic [17]. Our DFT calculations

of the exchange-correlation potential in Zn0.944Cu0.056O

(3× 3× 1) agree with the specified potential and show

that a localized magnetic moment is generated at low Cu

concentrations up to 2 at%. In order to enhance the

contribution of the spin magnetic moment to the magnetic

moment in the calculations as mentioned above, electron-

electron term exchange interaction (U) was considered.

Table 3 shows the simulation results for Zn0.944Cu0.056O

super cell containing one Zn vacancy. Vacancy incor-

poration (in particular, the 13-th zinc atom in the super

cell) in Zn0.944Cu0.056O matrix changes the electronic state

of zinc and copper atoms. Generation of a localized

magnetic moment near this zinc vacancy is a collective

effect, including the electron spin as well.

The significant difference between the calculated and

experimental values of µB (Table 3) may be probably

attributable, among other things, to the magnetic anisotropy

in copper-doped ferromagnetic ZnO-based materials [17,18]
and to the component vapor pressures, including PO2

.

Cu 3d impurity atom positions in ZnO crystal lattice

and local environment of Cu 3d-atoms as well as the

presence of other donors and acceptors in the samples may

influence the magnetic moment magnitudes. 3d-elements

are characterized by the existence in more than one charge

states which depend on the local environment of these

atoms. In view of the foregoing, it may be concluded

that additional investigations of magnetic properties of

Zn1−xCuxO are required in order to understand the causes

of controversy.

In the calculated Zn0.944Cu0.056O configuration with zinc

vacancy, the electron density near Zn vacancy is changed.

Zn vacancy causes the formation of dangling bonds and
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the exchange interaction occurs between the localized

spins of the nearest neighbors of Zn vacancy leading to

ferromagnetism in Zn0.944Cu0.056O. However, the intercon-

nected electrons of Zn2+ and Cu2+ ions of Zn0.944Cu0.056O

crystal lattice may also contribute to the magnetic moment.

This means that the magnetic moment of the electron shells

of Zn1−xCuxO defect atoms and molecules is composed

of spin and orbital magnetic moments of electrons. Thus,

the above mentioned changes in the electronic states in

Zn1−xCuxO structure result in generation of a localized

magnetic moment.

As shown in Table 3 for Zn0.944Cu0.056O containing Zn

vacancy, the calculated total localized magnetic moment

(0.998µB) depends on the calculation method and the

electronic state of the atoms adjacent to Zn vacancy.

3.6. Charge transfer in Zn1−xCuxO

The heterogenous system equilibrium condition implies

that restrictions are imposed on the chemical potentials.

When the equilibrium is achieved, µ becomes equal in

all coexisting phases. In view of µ(Zn) and µ(Cu)
in Zn1−xCuxO, consider the coexistance of phases in

ZnO−Cu2O system. T−x of ZnO−Cu2O phase diagram at

PO2
= 0.21 atm [10] implies that ZnO-based Cu2O solubility

is negligible.

If T−x isothermal cross-section of Zn−O−Cu system is

visualized, then equilibrium conditions may be defined from

it for chemical potentials of components. The upper limit

of µ(Zn) is set by the free energy potential of ZnO. On the

one hand, ZnO is in equilibrium with three-dimensional Zn,

and on the other hand, with oxygen. The upper limit of

µ(Cu) is defined by the Gibbs potential (free enthalpy) of

Cu2O, which is in equilibrium with ZnO. The lower limits

of µ(Zn) and µ(Cu) comply with the chemical potentials of

three-dimensional Zn and Cu components.

The chemical potential limits define the minimum dopant

formation energy. This, in turn, is the maximum values

for Cu impurity concentration in Zn1−xCuxO. The mini-

mum formation energy of CuZn acceptor defect in ZnO

corresponds to the condition when ZnO is in equilibrium

with three-dimensional oxygen and with Cu2O. During

crystallization of ZnO-based compounds in ZnO−Cu2O

system, homogenous Cu (1−2 at.%) solutions are generated

in ZnO. In view of this, lightly copper-doped Zn1−xCuxO

(x = 0, 0.01 and 0.02) compounds were used for electrical

measurements.

Direct current conduction (σdc) of ZnO samples both

pure and copper-doped Zn1−xCuxO (x = 0, 0.01 and 0.02).
The review of temperature dependences σdc of the samples

has shown that in the range of 300−400K the trend

of σdc(T ) curves in Arrhenius coordinates is exponential

in nature and corresponds to the semiconductor type

conduction. With the increase in copper content in ZnO,

sample conduction was increased and σdc(1/T ) curve slope

was decreased. The conduction (Et) activation energies

f, Hz
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Figure 6. Frequency-dependent ac-conduction of Zn1−xCuxO

samples: 1 — ZnO; 2 — Zn0.99Cu0.01O ; 3 — Zn0.98Cu0.02O.

T = 300K.

assessed by σdc(1/T ) curve slopes for Zn1−xCuxO samples

(x = 0, 0.01 and 0.02) are shown in Table 4.

Alternating current conduction (σac). With the increase

in copper concentration in Zn1−xCuxO samples, their σac
also was increased. Figure 6 shows the frequency depen-

dences σac of Zn1−xCuxO samples at room temperatures.

The specified frequency curves of Zn1−xCuxO samples

consisted of three segments. A low-frequency segment in

the range from 20Hz to 1.8 · 104 Hz was characterized by

a weak frequency dependence. In 1.8 · 104−4.3 · 105 Hz

range, σac ∼ f 0.8 segment was observed, and in a higher

frequency range up to 106 Hz, a superlinear growth of con-

duction took place. The obtained σac ∼ f 0.8 dependences

in Zn1−xCuxO are indicative of charge transfer hopping

among the states localized in the vicinity of the Fermi

level [28,29]:

σac( f ) =
π3

96
e2kB TN2

Fa5 f

[

ln

(

νph

f

)]4

, (6)

where e is the electron charge; kB is the Boltzmann’s

constant; NF is the density of states near the Fermi level;

a = 1/α is the localization radius; α is the decay constant

of the localized charge carrier wavefunction ψ ∼ e−αr ;

νph is the phonon frequency.

According to equation (6), ac-conduction depends on fre-

quency as f [ln(νph/ f )]4, i.e. at f ≪ νph, σac is proportional

to f 0.8. Using equation (6), the Fermi-level density of states

was calculated from the experimental values of σac( f ). The
calculated values of NF for Zn1−xCuxO are listed in Table 5.
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Table 4. Calculated conduction activation energies (Et)
for Zn1−xCuxO samples (x = 0, 0.01 and 0.02)

Compound Et , eV

ZnO 0.180

Zn0.99Cu0.01O 0.175

Zn0.98Cu0.02O 0.160

Table 5. Calculated density of states and energy spread of

localized states near the Fermi level

Sample NF, eV
−1

· cm−3 1E, eV

ZnO 3.3 · 1018 0.012

Zn0.99Cu0.01O 6.7 · 1018 0.006

Zn0.98Cu0.02O 1.5 · 1019 0.003

For calculations of NF, νph is assumed equal to 1012 Hz,

and the localization radius is taken as a = 30 Å like in

semiconductor chalcogenide compounds [30].
According to the hopping AC conduction theory, the

average hop range (R) is defined as follows

R =
1

2α
ln

(

νph

f

)

. (7)

R calculated using equation (7) for Zn1−xCuxO samples

were equal to 230 Å. Using R values calculated as follows

τ −1 = νph exp(−2αR) (8)

the average hopping time in Zn1−xCuxO was defined:

τ = 4.5 · 10−6 s.

Using the equation from [29]:

1E = 3/2πR3 NF (9)

the energy spread of localized states near the Fermi

level (1E) in Zn1−xCuxO was assessed. These calcu-

lated 1E values are shown in the last column in Table 5.

And using the equation

Nt = NF 1E (10)

the deep trap concentration in Zn1−xCuxO responsible for

ac-conduction Nt = (4−4.5) · 1016 cm−3 was assessed.

4. Conclusion

DFT calculations of Zn1−xCuxO wurtzite band structure

(where x = 0, 0.01 and 0.02) based on the electron density

functional made it possible to find electronic parameters

of critical points in the electronic density distribution for

the selected super cell compositions. Introduction of

copper into ZnO causes the change in the impurity and

valence band of ZnO, and the bottom of valence band is

displaced towards lower energies. After copper doping,

Zn1−xCuxO band gap is reduced which decreased the

energy required for electron transition from the valence

band to the conduction band. It has been found that,

for example, Zn0.944Cu0.056O crystal is a direct-band crystal

with band gap 3.11 eV which complies with optical and

electrophysical data. The total density of electronic states

in Zn1−xCuxO near the Fermi level is mainly defined by

3d-states of Zn (3d104s2), Cu (3d104s1) and by 2p-state
of oxygen (2s22p4), and contributions associated with

s -states of Zn, Cu and O have a significantly lower value.

Participation of vacancy in Zn1−xCuxO structures containing

1−2 at.% Cu significantly changes the magnetic properties

as well. It has been found that copper-doped ZnO obtains

magnetic moment 0.898−0.998µB . And the introduction of

one zinc vacancy into Zn1−xCuxO super cell increases the

magnetic moment up to ∼ 3µB.

By substituting Zn in the point, Cu impurity shows strong

functionality as an isoelectronic acceptor and influence the

valence band. The changes in the electronic structure

influence Zn1−xCuxO properties, in particular, the formed

magnetic moment both during light and heavy doping

and significantly reduces the band gap. This explains the

cause of the property change patterns, including dielectric

properties, observed in the concentration dependences.

With the increase in copper concentration in Zn1−xCuxO

(x = 0, 0.01 and 0.02), both dc- and ac-conduction was

increased and the conduction activation energy was reduced

from 0.180 to 0.160 eV. In 1.8 · 104−4.3 · 105 Hz range, ac-

conduction of Zn1−xCuxO was subject to σac ∼ f 0.8 law

typical of the charge transfer hopping among the localized

states near the Fermi level. The calculated parameters of the

states (NF = 3.3 · 1018, 6.7 · 1018 and 1.5 · 1019 eV−1 cm−3;

1E = 0.012, 0.006 and 0.003 eV) localized in Zn1−xCuxO

(x = 0, 0.01 and 0.02) band gap are consistently changed

with the growth of copper concentration in the samples.

Thus, copper introduction into zinc oxide makes it possible

to control its dielectric properties which is important for

VVR materials.
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